The Reading Doctor Mission
TM

¨The Reading Doctor removes barriers to becoming a
successful reader by building learning pathways that
enable the child to become a confident and capable reader,
who reads for pleasure and reads to learn.¨
Deborah Salsbury CEO and Founder

Why does reading matter?
TM

Reading and disadvantage 'By the final year of compulsory schooling, the reading skills of English
pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds are on average two and a half years behind those from
affluent homes.' -The socio-economic gradient in teenagers' literacy skills (Jerrim-2012)
Educational impacts on reading 'Reading for pleasure is more important for pupils's cognitive
development than their parents' level of education and is a more powerful factor in life achievement
than socio-economic background.' -Social inequalities in cognitive scores at age 16: The role of
reading (Sullivan and Brown-2013)
Health and wellbeing impacts of reading 'Literacy has been found to have a relationship with
depression:36% of those with low literacy were found to have depressive symptoms,' -UK Survey of
Adult Skills (OECD-2013)

Reading: the next steps
Supporting higher standards in schools
March 2015

What is The Reading Doctor?
TM

The Reading Doctor is an
intervention programme with
inbuilt diagnostic assessment,
delivered using a bespoke set of
resources, by a trained reading
specialist teacher. The
programme and resources have
been devised by Deborah
Salsbury, a trained Reading
Recovery teacher.
It is for children who have
received quality teaching,
including phonics, but still have
not got to grips with reading due
to barriers to learning.

As educators, we must ask ourselves, are we
doing the best that we possibly can for ALL
students?

• Are our pupils reaching the required levels
•
•
•
•

for reading?
Are we doing enough to make sure the lowest
attaining pupils are making progress?
Are all teachers nurturing a love of reading?
Do our teachers have sufficient expertise?
Are our reading resources of high-quality
and matched to the different learning needs
of our pupils?

Who are the target children for The Reading Doctor
intervention?
The Reading Doctor is an intervention for the lowest attaining 20% of children.

The Ofsted Education
Inspection Framework (EIF)
places a revitalised
importance on reading, with
special attention to the lowest
attaining pupils.

During all inspections of infant, junior, primary and
lower-middle schools, inspectors must focus on how
well pupils are taught to read as a main inspection
activity. They will pay particular attention to pupils
who are reading below age-related expectations (the
lowest 20%) to assess how well the school is teaching
phonics and supporting all children to become
confident, fluent readers.
Inspectors will listen to several low-attaining
pupils in Years 1 to 3 read from unseen books
appropriate to their stage of progress. They should
also draw on information from the school’s policy for
teaching reading, phonics assessments, phonics
screening check results and lesson visits.

How will Ofsted make their evaluation against the
quality of education judgements?
Inspectors will consider whether:

◼the school is determined that every pupil will learn to read, regardless of their background, needs or abilities. All pupils, including the weakest
readers, make sufficient progress to meet or exceed age-related expectations

◼stories, poems, rhymes and non-fiction are chosen for reading to develop pupils’ vocabulary, language comprehension and love of reading. Pupils
are familiar with and enjoy listening to a wide range of stories, poems, rhymes and non-fiction

◼the school’s phonics programme matches or exceeds the expectations of the national curriculum and the early learning goals. The school has clear
expectations of pupils’ phonics progress term-by-term, from Reception to Year 2.

◼the sequence of reading books shows a cumulative progression in phonics knowledge that is matched closely to the school’s phonics programme.
Teachers give pupils sufficient practice in reading and re-reading books that match the grapheme-phoneme correspondences they know, both at
school and at home

◼reading, including the teaching of systematic, synthetic phonics, is taught from the beginning of Reception
◼the ongoing assessment of pupils’ phonics progress is sufficiently frequent and detailed to identify any pupil who is falling behind the programme’s
pace. If they do fall behind, targeted support is given immediately

◼the school has developed sufficient expertise in the teaching of phonics and reading.
School inspection handbook May 2019, No. 190017 88

What do Ofsted say about The Reading Doctor?
School leaders who have adopted The Reading Doctor approach, have received
high praise for their focus on raising attainment for low attaining students in
reading. It was recognised that The Reading Doctor intervention, on average
raises attainment by 2 years in only 9 months.

Many of the pupils join the school with reading levels way below their peers. Leaders have
therefore made reading a real focus within the school. The school employs a ‘Reading Doctor’
who works with all pupils with a reading age of less than eight. This intervention has been
extremely positive and over the last nine months, on average, these pupils’ reading ages have
improved by nearly two years. One pupil proudly told the inspector that a year ago he was on
reading ‘stage one’ and he is now on ‘stage five’.
OFSTED (2019), St Anthony’s School, Margate

How is The Reading Doctor different to other
interventions?
The Reading Doctor has a holistic
approach to reading and understands
that reading, writing and speaking are
reciprocal. We celebrate neurodiversity
and adjust teaching methods to suit the
learner.

•
•
•
•
•
•

We use ´real books´ that are carefully
matched to reading levels and interests.
We are sensitive to using age appropriate
topics and books for older students.
We actively promote real problem solving and
equip children with a range of strategies to
tackle unknown words.
We use bespoke, dyslexia friendly resources.
We build on existing skills and identify and
strengthen gaps in learning.
We raise the child´s self-esteem.

What does a school partnership with The Reading
Doctor look like?
The Reading Doctor works in partnership with you, supporting
the literacy lead, SLT, SENCO and teaching staff.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auditing resources
Intent, Implementation and Impact statement
CPD
Policy making
One to one tuition
Parent meetings
Diagnostic assessments
Identifying children for intervention
Ofsted support

https://www.facebook.com/thereadingdoctorbromley/videos/187316489188441/

Reading profile

NC levels & Entry levels

Tracking progress

•
•
•
•
•

assessments/benchmarking
tracking
reporting
rewards
can you read it / spell it books

What do some of our partnership schools say
about The Reading Doctor?
Antony Curry
Assistant Head Teacher
St Anthony's School (Foundation Special School age 6-16)
Margate:
We began working with the Reading Doctor three years ago because she was recommended as someone whose expertise
and methods could support young people with SEN who have fallen behind their peers in reading attainment.
Of all the external professionals we have worked with at St Anthony's Deborah has made by far the most impact in a variety
of ways. First of all, our data shows that all pupils with whom she works make accelerate progress. This is largely because the
RD approach is about building relationships as an essential platform to supporting pupils. However, the RD service goes much
further than this. Deborah makes herself available in a consultative capacity to classroom staff - so that her strategies are fed
out across the school, ensuring that the one to one work she does is followed up in the classroom - and to SLT helping to inform
strategic planning and Ofsted preparedness.
With Deborah we developed the idea of making reading central to the school in the form of the Reading Hub, which was
part of a culture change that has impacted dramatically on the lives and prospects of some of the most disadvantaged young
people in the country.
I would highly recommend working with any Reading Doctor because the philosophy of the service elides precisely with that
of us as educationalists: children are central; ambition, challenge and aspiration are their core values.

What do some of our partnership schools say
about The Reading Doctor?
Debbie Pardey
Head Teacher
Pierview Academy- Gravesend (Independent Special School age 11-25)
I first started working with Deborah at a Primary School in the Borough of Bromley, when I was the AHT/SENDCo.
Now, as a Head Teacher in an alternative provision in Gravesend for teenagers with EHCP I am fully aware of the poor reading
attainment of some of our learners (age 11-25). I managed to get back in touch with Deborah, to see if she could help them overcome
their barriers to learning and improve their functional literacy and therefore their access to the rest of the school's curriculum.
We are very excited to be working together again and I believe that working with teenage learners is a first for the Reading Doctor
programme. They have adapted their assessments to Entry Levels rather than reading ages to deter that stigma for low level readers,
who may be embarrassed or disheartened if they see their true 'reading age' ability.
Our Reading Doctor, Cathy, has made a phenomenal start with our learners; quickly building positive relationships and doing some
very early assessments so that interventions can begin to progress their text level ability, phonics, comprehension and overall attitude
to learning.
Cathy is going to do some case studies and I can't wait to see the outcomes and the impact of this amazing programme for our hard to
reach learners.

What do some of our partnership schools say
about The Reading Doctor?
Mary McKeman
Headteacher
Cornfields School Ashford (Independent Special School age 7-16)
I have been a Head Teacher for many years and I’ve seen a range of reading programmes. The reading programme developed by Deborah is superior to any
others. We would not use any other reading programme. The Reading Doctor approach is interactive and focuses on the positives. It engages pupils, is targeted and
delivers tangible results. You see rapid impact. Children move from being non readers to engaging, to reading and to enjoying reading at pace.
It is a transformational way to teach reading. Not only do children read they grow in confidence and self-belief. The Reading Doctor methods establish exact starting
points for each of our learners and tracks their accelerated progress exactly. The Reading Doctor isn’t just a reading programme. It builds self-esteem, confidence
and resilience. Children experience a sense of real achievement. Children that previously wouldn’t engage with reading now view The Reading Doctor as time they
look forward to. Pupil feedback is positive.
Our intention is to improve life chances and the Reading Doctor without doubt achieves this. I have seen Deborah work with many pupils who have historically
struggled with reading. Her approach has never failed to ensure pupils make progress. With a 100% success rate why would reading be taught any other way?
We use the Reading Doctor because it works. It has worked effectively with every learner Deborah has worked with. I cannot recommend the Reading Doctor more
highly.

The Reading Doctor Online Tuition

The Reading Doctor pupil resource pack
Each pupil receives a pack of bespoke
Reading Doctor resources. With this they
set up their ´Home Hub´.

https://www.thereadingdoctors.com/account/ReadingDoctorMembers

How do we start working together ?
Get in touch, we´re ready to help...

wwww.thereadingdoctors.com
admin@thereadingdoctors.com

